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Brief Introduction & Background
Organizational
• Colorado Business Group on Health

o Founded by Coors and other employers
o 501c3 for providing education and tools
o 18 purchaser members including 

- Boulder Valley School District
- St. Vrain Valley Schools
- Colorado Public Education Health Plan 

(including D-11 and other districts)

• The Colorado Purchasing Alliance
• Established at request of Gov. Polis as a 

“market–based” approach to reform
• Authorized as a “purchasing coop” by the 

DOI under State Statute
• Endorsed by CMS

Personal
• Executive Director - CBGH
• President - TCPA
• 38 years as hospital executive with… 

o A university medical center
o A community hospital
o A regional health system

• 5 years: CEO of a hospital-owned 
health plan 

• 12 years as SVVS Board Member
o 5 as Board President
o 5 as VP
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Proposed Discussion Agenda
Along with any questions you may want to ask at any time.
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• “Why” before “what:”  A uniquely dysfunctional model among OECD countries. 
• The Approach:  “Fix problems (collectively), not blame.”
• The Problem:  Market structure/dynamics. (Not “broken healthcare system”)
• Three Strategies: For addressing causes of the problem (vs the results).
• What we’ve put into place: With the implementation of the State of Colorado
• What’s Achievable:  Better outcomes and lower costs.
• Discussion:  



Key Prerequisites for Competitive Markets :
• Ease of market entry/supply and demand rules.
• Many suppliers give consumers choice.
• Suppliers are “price takers”/ no control over the market
• Demand is elastic (demand goes down as price goes up)
• Consumers know everything about quality and price –

have ready access to knowledge and can use it).

Two Key Historical Takeaways:
• We must acknowledge that US healthcare was not set up 

to serve a social purpose. It’s set up to make money and 
follows the money.

• Employers don’t buy ANY other services or goods through 
their insurer - particularly those whose profit as a %. ”The past had other possibilities, and 

so do we today.”   - Paul Starr, PhD
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The Problem with the Premise: 
Most of our healthcare spend is “non-discretionary.”
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Berwick’s First Law for Improvement: 
“Every system is perfectly designed to achieve 
exactly the results it gets.”

“Colorado hospitals are high priced, high cost, and
high margin.”    Colorado HCPF
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
1. In 2018, Colorado hospitals ranked 1st in the nation 

in total profit margin – despite  9th the highest costs.
2. Hospital prices ranked 6th highest in the nation in 

2018; our rate of increases is outpacing the nation. 
3. Colorado tax-exempt hospitals provide less charity 

care than other states. (Little difference between “for 
profit” and “non-profit.”

4. Much different reality for Colorado’s rural hospitals.

THIS IS NEITHER AN UNVOIDABLE 
NOR AN INEXPLICABLE OUTCOME!!!



“The case of Colorado illustrates just how fundamentally 
broken the American health care system is….

…an examination of hospital operating margins makes it clear that it is the ability to 
charge higher prices* that is behind the increase in hospital consolidations.”

“The Effects of Hospital Consolidation in Colorado,” 
Center for Economic and Policy Research, March 2020
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Colorado is a posterchild for dysfunction!!!!



Using MedPAC’s Report to US Congress to Benchmark a Fair Price:
Assessing Hospital Payment Adequacy
• Required by law to recommend any needed changes relative to the prior year.
• Intent:  Determine financial requirements for “relatively efficient” hospitals.
• Begins with assessing adequacy of payments for current year by considering:

• Beneficiaries’ access to care
• Quality of of care
• Providers’ access to capital, 
• Medicare payments and providers’ costs. 

• Then assess/project likely required increases for forthcoming year.

• Benchmarked to performance of Relatively Efficient Hospitals” defined by four criteria.
• Risk-adjusted mortality rates among the best two-thirds of all hospitals
• Risk-adjusted readmission rates among the best two-third of all hospitals
• Standardized costs per inpatient stay were among the best two-thirds of all hospitals
• Risk-adjusted mortality or standardized costs per stay among the best one-third of all hospitals
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Applying MedPAC’s Criteria.
In 2020, MedPAC found only 292 hospitals met all four criteria 
It then compared the performance of these hospitals with 1,598 others. 
The “relatively efficient” hospitals enjoyed the following compared with the other 
hospitals:

• Lower mortality rates
• Lower readmission rates
• Lower standardized Medicare costs per stay
• Higher patient satisfaction levels
• Higher Medicare profit margins (breakeven vs losses)
• Higher all-payer profit margins
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Rand Hospital Pricing Transparency Initiative – Round 4
Colorado Specific Findings (Relative Prices 2020)
• Overall Price for Colorado Hospitals (Professional & Facility)*

• Inpatient:  270%
• Outpatient 313%
• Combined 288% (was 253% in 2019; Nat’l ave =224%)

• Facility Prices for Colorado Hospitals**
• Inpatient 310%  
• Outpatient 345%

* Note the difference between “Facility Only” and “Overall”

**The Medicare Payment Advisory Commission advised Congress that “relatively efficient” 
hospitals, for this same time frame, broke even on Medicare payments.  
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Using Data for Informed Purchasing Decisions
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Health care is being negotiated on 
a “discount from charges” basis.  
This is a dysfunctional way to price.
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Using Rand 3.0 and CareChex to Identify

Variations in Value Across Colorado Hospitals
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Commercial Payments (Rand 4.0) vs Breakeven
Breakeven calculated using NASHP’s “Hospital Cost Tool”
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Bottom line:  Most hospitals can’t make money at a reasonable price 
due to operational inefficiencies. Excess commercial payments to tax 
exempt hospitals increase costs and result in higher losses on 
Medicare and Medicaid.  (MedPAC report to Congress)
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Four Observations…and a Premise
1. US healthcare IS exceptional – only country that relies on a “free market” which 

is the leading cause of bankruptcy in the US.
2. Saying healthcare’s “broken” misdiagnoses the problem.  It works exactly as the 

economic incentives predict it would:   hospitals and health plans making record 
profits.

3. Colorado is simultaneously…
• Among most challenged States due largely to hospital concentration.  But we are also…
• Perhaps the best positioned State in the US to make the marketplace work.

4. Markets work at two levels:  wholesale and retail.   In healthcare that means:
• Wholesale:  How employers and Taft-Hartley plans contract and pay for care.
• Retail:  How plan enrollees access health care.  (This is NOT just about the employer!!!!)
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Premise for a NCIPA-TCPA Relationship

Independent physicians and employers have the most aligned interests regarding 
patient care of any two entities….

Both want the best outcomes at the most affordable costs for 
patients/enrollees.  This the “end” to keep in mind.  TCPA intents…

• Support the independent practice of medicine.
• Engage physicians through physician governed structures (e.g., Colorado IPA)

Proposed roles:  
• TPCA – convene plan sponsors and directly contract with physician groups.
• Colorado IPA - convene physician practices and oversee medical management.
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“To control costs going forward, employers need to confront the true underlying causes of rising health 
care expenditures….”  Blumenthal, Gustafsson, and Bishop, Harvard Business Review  11.02.18

A “Root Cause Analysis”
of a dysfunctional healthcare market.
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=  DYSFUNCTIONAL/OLIGOPOLISTIC MARKET

Opaque and wildly variable…
• Quality (best and worst in US)
• Pricing can be among highest

Wildly variable pricing without any 
discernable relationship to… 

• Clinical quality/outcomes
• Costs of medical care (adjusted)

Wholesale (How it is bought/paid) 
• Surrogates’ purchasing practices 

combined with profit incentives.
Retail (How it gets used)

• Plan benefit incentives that are 
indifferent to knowable value.



Changing how we buy and use healthare for a more effective, efficient market:
What market-based health reform looks like:
Traditional Purchasing
• Health plan functions as surrogate purchaser 

of health care – primary thru quaternary.
• No interaction between buyers and sellers.
• Employer has negligible purchasing power.

The Colorado Purchasing Alliance
• Authorized under CRS 10.16.1001
• Employers proactively purchase, not just pay.
• Employers (buyers) and providers (sellers) 

negotiate price, payment, and performance.
• Value-based plan designs are essential.
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No solitary strategy can overcome  “3.8 trillion reasons why change is hard”…

Changing Market Dynamics

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT and EMPOWERMENT - the foundational strategy for 
fostering competition on quality, price, and the patient experience.

COLLECTIVE PURCHASING
Working together to  

identify, select, & contract 
for high-value services.

PHYSICIAN PARTNERING
Contracting with 

independent physicians/ 
groups with aligned 

interests.

MOST POSITIVELY ALIGNED INTERESTS in the MARKET
for improving outcomes and affordability

Shared Decision 
Making

Aligned Financial
Incentives Use of high performing

services/specialists
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Status of TCPA/State Implementation
ü 12 Employers signed “letters of intent” (non-binding).   Resolve is a question.
üContracting has emphasized non-hospital owned-based services (with a couple of 

exceptions) particularly with regard to:
üPhysician governed structures (e.g., NCIPA)
üFreestanding ASCs and other OP services
ü Independent primary care

üState went live 7.1.23 with two-year commitment to enroll self-funded lives
o Requires plan administrator (CIGNA) to provide “wrap network”
o Interfaces with all major clearinghouses in place
o Implemented “value-based benefit design” – including “cash-back”

ü Governor’s office to do reach-out (now that the State is up and running)
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The Colorado Purchasing Alliance
A Colorado Not-for-Profit Purchasing Cooperative Authorized Under CRS 10.16.1001

Organizational Structure & Engagement

The Colorado 
Purchasing Alliance

CO Consumer 
Health Initiative

Executive and 
Finance Nominating Benefits 

Advisory

CIVHC Rand Corporation

Standing Committees
Colorado 

Education Assoc.

Technical Support Groups 

CO Med. Society
Workgroup

National Academy for 
State Health Policy

CO Business  
Group on Health
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Non- voting 
Board seats 



What We Intend to Achieve
“Most people overestimate what they can do in one year and underestimate what they can do in ten years.”

Bill Gates

• A more responsive and competitive delivery system in which…
1. Provider outcomes and price (e.g., “value”) determines provider success/volume.
2. Physician governed structures (not health plans) set quality and utilization goals in collaboration 

with employers and other plan sponsors.
3. Hospital systems have incentives to manage outcomes/costs – not just manage revenue.

• Improved patient outcomes:
• Majority of enrollees get care from physicians with outcomes in the top 25% nationally.
• Avoidable complications rank in the lowest 10% of providers.

• Targeted savings: 15% increasing to 30%+ driven by…
• Improvements in “quality waste” (e.g., underuse, misuse, and overuse).
• Hospital IP facility pricing reductions from over 310% of Medicare to well under 200%.  
• Savings of 50% on OP business by moving volume to free-standing centers.
• Prescription drug savings of 25-30% (based on actual savings by CBGH members).
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Discussion???
• Any questions or clarifications?
• Any better ideas?
• Any suggestions as to how to promote physician/IPA – employer 

relationships in Northern Colorado or throughout Colorado overall?
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